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in all its bearings, in a very full and satisfactory manner. I
We hope soon to see the third volume, which will be occupied
with the Applications of Electricity, and its Manifestations in
Nature. ’

Obscure Nen’ous Diseases popularly explained: being Six
Letters addressed to a Physician. By J. L. LEVISON.
London: Effingham Wilson.
MR. LEVISON’S brochure consists of a series of letters, written

in an agreeable style, addressed to Dr. Conolly. The author

endeavours to show that many obscure and anomalous nervous
affections depend upon influences affecting the branches of the
trifacial nerve, especially derangements and diseases of the
dental apparatus; and several cases are given in illustration,
where a cnre was established by careful attention to the state
of the teeth. Although written for the public, it may be con-
sulted with advantage by the medical practitioner. It con-
tains much useful information in a small compass.

Practical Hints for Investing Money in the Funds. By FRANCIS
PLAYFORD. Second Edition. 12mo. London: Smith and
Elder.

SEVERAL members of our profession having thanked us for
having drawn their attention to this very useful little work, at
the publication of the first edition, we think it right to state
that a second edition has just appeared; and its publication so
soon after the former proves sufficiently that our good opinion
of its merits was not misplaced.
We fear that not a vast number of our professional brethren

have an opportunity of investing a considerable amount of

capital realized by the onerous labours which they undergo,
but when they have floating funds to invest, the valuable
little treatise before us points out to them the means by
which they may dispose of the same to the best advantage.
In the Preface to this second edition will be found remarks on
the operation of the Limited Liability Act; and the Appendix
contains important additions, bringing down the statement of
the fluctuations of consols to the latest available period. Such
a treatise as this was undoubtedly required; and we heartily
wish it all the success it deserves.

The Entomologist’s Annual for 1856. pp. 174. London:John
Van Voorst.

THIs little book contains, besides much valuable scientific
and amusing information, a good reference to all the ento-
mological publications now on sale; and also a list of living
entomologists.

MILITIA SURGEONS.
yo the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;Your journal of the Sth inst. contains a letter signed
"A Militia Surgeon," reminding his professional brethren of
their " present unsatisfactory position." I trust the hint
thrown out will stimulate them from their dormant state of in-
activity to a consideration for their future welfare. They are
different in many respects from other officers ; on being ga-
zetted, they (surgeons) are required to join the regiment, and
give their services for two months without receiving any pay,
which goes to the mess and band funds, and twenty days an-
nually are stopped for the same funds; while the other officers
are allowed two months’ leave of absence to pay these expenses,
and three months every year, which is not allowed to medical
officers. Again, captains, lieutenants, and ensigns enter the
service either for a standing in society, or to spend a few hours
in a day (which time hangs heavily on them), or to get into
the army without purchase: but it is not so with medical men;
their profession gives them a standing in society, and their
mind and time are absorbed and taken up with the study of
human nature, which noble calling makes them welcome guests
in every family. What eallipg is there that receives less
thanks and less remuneration for the services it renders than

the medical profession ?-a profession that abounds with me-
dical talent, that does no small credit to the age in which
they live, and. a calling that requires as much learning as
the other professions; yet we do not receive the same pro.
tection from the State. And why? Because it is our own

fault; we are not sufficiently united; and until we do come
forward in a body (and there is not a better time than
the present), so long will the present evils rest upon us. I

hope the surgeons and assistant-surgeons of militia regiments
will come forward at once, before it is too late, and demand
from Government something hereafter, when our services are
no longer required, as an acknowledgment of our worth; for
"we can never hope to return to our old positions; they have
long since been filled."-I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

llaroh, 1856. 
_____ 

SUCH IS LIFE.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,&mdash;The letter of " A Militia Surgeon" in THE LANCET of

the 8th inst. is well timed. Numbers of militia surgeons have
quitted well-established practices at the urgent solicitations of
officers, and in the expectation that the war would be of some
years’ duration, at the end of which period a pension or half-
pay would be given, if not a permanent post on the staff. Now
is the time to bestir ourselves, and earnestly put forth our claims,
or nothing will be got but a "Thank you, " in General Orders."
There are other mess stoppages made monthly, and subscrip-
tion lists are constantly being pushed under officers’ eyes which
cannot be avoided; so that pay, when cut down by innume-
rable clippings, becomes a mere shadow of the nominal sum,
and if the outfit is paid for the shade itself even hath departed.
Should the war terminate now, militia surgeons will, I fear,
,have only their loyalty and patriotism for their reward, and
many will have cause to regret leaving a comfortable home
and safe practice for the honour of mounting a cocked-hat.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
London, March 12th, 1856- ANOTHER MILITIA SURGEON.

CHLOROFORM.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;The following case, in which chloroform was admi-
nistered, may be interesting to your readers, and not without
some utility, as illustrating the unfavourable symptoms that
may supervene during its administration, and the means to
be used to prevent any fatal consequences when they do occur.

I was requested by Mr. Tuson to administer chloroform to a,
lady on whom he was about to operate for cancer in the breast.
The patient, aged thirty-six, was of a lympathic temperament
and an unhealthy diathesis, which had been increased by the
use of stimulants to allay pain. The pulse before the operation
was low and feebie, with general prostration.
On the exhibition of the chloroform, the patient immediately

evinced great distress, followed by strugglings, spasmodic con-
tractions of the limbs, and such symptoms as generally occur
in the administration of ether. Indeed, when anaesthesia was
complete, there was not at any time that quiet, placid uncon-
sciousness that usually characterises the effects of chloroform.

The tumour was quietly removed by Mr. Tuson, the ligatures
tied, and the inhalation discontinued. During the operation,
the pulse did not vary. Upon a minute inspection of the
parts before closing the wound, Mr. Tuson discovered a second
though very small induration, which he considered necessary
to remove. As consciousness was fast returning, I poured a
small quantity of chloroform on a sponge and administered it,
requesting Dr. Bell, who was present, to be kind enough to
watch the pulse. Anaesthesia, was not complete during the
momentary removal of the tumour, and much struggling and
pain were evinced. Scarcely was this completed, than the
pulse suddenly fell, followed by spasm of the jaw, and other
alarming symptoms. The application of the strongest ammonia
to the nostrils failed for a minute to relieve the spasm, and
repeated doses of stimulants were necessary to restore the
patient. The practical conclusions I would draw from the
above case, are these-First, that whenever the patient is of
an unhealthy diathesis, or accustomed to take stimulants, the
intensity of the inhalation should never be increased after
anesthesia is complete, but the effect kept at a uniform rate.
Secondly, to avoid, in all similar cases, a second inhalation;
but where, as in the above case, from unforeseen causes, this
cannot be avoided, then to keep a vigilant watch over the
pulse, as there will seldom be any other indication of the
effects about to supervene.&mdash;I remain, Sir, yours, &c.,

W. H. MORTIMER.


